event-Related potentials (eRps) occurring independently from any stimulus are purely endogenous (emitted potentials) and their neural generators can be unequivocally linked with cognitive processes. In the present study, the subjects performed two similar visual counting tasks: a standard two-stimulus oddball, and an omitted-target oddball task, characterized by the physical absence of the target stimulus. our investigation aimed at localizing the neural sources of the scalp-recorded endogenous/ emitted eRps. to optimize the source localization, the high temporal resolution of electrophysiology was combined with the fine spatial information provided by the simultaneous recording of functional magnetic resonance (fMRI). Both tasks identified two endogenous ERP components in the 300 to 520 ms interval. An earlier component, pP2, showed a bilateral generator in the anterior Insula. A later P3 component (P3b) was generated bilaterally in the temporal-parietal junction, the premotor and motor area and the anterior intraparietal sulcus (this latter one only in the standard oddball). Anticipatory slow waves (beginning 900 to 500 ms pre-stimulus), also of endogenous nature, were produced by the inferior and middle frontal gyrus and the supplementary and cingulate motor areas. our protocol disentangled pre-from post-stimulus fMRI activations and provided original clues to the psychophysiological interpretation of emitted/endogenous eRps.
properties of the target stimuli: one task consisted of a two-stimulus visual oddball paradigm, in which rare stimuli (targets) were unpredictably intermingled with frequent non-target stimuli (Oddball task in Fig. 1a ). Stimuli were delivered through MRI compatible fiber-optic goggles (VisuoStim-Resonance Technologies, Northridge, CA, U.S.A.). They consisted of square-wave gratings of black and white bars, with a spatial frequency of 0.5 cycle/degree and 200 ms duration, presented on a continuous black background either with a vertical orientation (Frequent non-target stimuli: probability 0.80) or tilted by 45 degrees (Rare target stimuli: probability 0.20). Visual stimulation was managed with Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems, Berkeley, CA, U.S.A.). The stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA) was set to 2 seconds. The other task (Omitted Target task in Fig. 1b ) was similar in all details to the Oddball task except that the target stimulus in this series was represented by the omission of the visual stimulus (omitted target). To avoid any contamination from motor activities, a simple covert counting performance was required. In both tasks, the participants received instructions to mentally count the rare target and report the total at the end of the run (active tasks). Adequate control conditions were provided by delivering the same two stimulus sequences, but with the instruction of passively looking at the visual stimuli (passive tasks). The order of the two passive as well as of the two active tasks was counterbalanced across participants, but the passive tasks were delivered first at the beginning of the experimental session. In each task, 320 frequent stimuli were intermixed with 78-82 rare stimuli randomly distributed. Each task was split into two runs of approximately 7 min, followed by a 3 min rest. Altogether, eight stimulation runs (two passive and two active ones for either task) were administered during the experimental session. The total time inside the scanner was approximately 80 min.
eeG Data acquisition and pre-processing. EEG was recorded with a MR-compatible amplifier (BrainAmp-MR, BrainProducts, Germany) placed inside the MR scanner and sampled at 5000 Hz. The amplifier was connected to the recording computer located outside the room by means of an optic cable. Subjects were fitted with a MR-compatible elastic cap (BrainCap-MR 32 Channel-Standard, BrainProducts, Germany) containing 31 electrodes (Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FC5, FC1, FC2, FC6, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, TP9, TP10, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, POz, O1, Oz, O2) and one electrode for electrocardiogram (ECG), that was placed on the chest. The impedances were kept below 5 kOhm. All the electrodes on the scalp were referenced to the common average reference. The EEG was analyzed with BrainVision Analyzer 2.2 software (Brainproducts, Germany). MRI artifacts were removed from EEG data using the Analyzer tool 58 . The EEG was then filtered from 0.01 Hz to 100 Hz and was also subjected to independent components analysis (ICA) to remove the ECG and eye-movement artifacts. eRp analysis. The EEG signal was segmented in epochs from −1200 ms to +1000 ms around stimulus onset and artifact-free epochs were averaged for each stimulus type (target/non-target), task (oddball/omitted target) and condition (active/passive). For the omitted target trials, the time 0 corresponded to 2000 ms following the preceding stimulus onset (i.e., the time at which a new stimulus would have appeared). The presence and latencies www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ of ERP components for each experimental trial and stimulus type were determined on the maximal values of the Global Field Power (GFP) grand averaged over all subjects. The GFP is a reference-independent descriptor of the magnitude of the potential field over the scalp plotted as a function of time. It is calculated as the root summed square of the voltage of all recording electrodes simultaneously at each time point 59 . The GFP provides a useful summary of the ERP time-course. Statistical comparisons of the GFP were performed between target and non-target trials and between active and passive vision in both the Oddball and Omitted target tasks using running t-tests at each time point.
Pre-stimulus ERPs were analysed by averaging together frequent and target trials over the active tasks because differences between trials are not expected to occur in this interval (i.e., the stimulus type was unpredictable). In addition, incorporating more trials in the average provided a better signal-to-noise ratio. The mean amplitude of the first 200 ms of the ERP analysis epoch (−1200/−1000 ms) was taken as the baseline. Based on the GFP, ERP topography and previous studies (e.g. 35, 56 ), the last 500 ms of the pre-stimulus period were separated into an early phase (−500/−200 ms, maximal amplitude at lateral prefrontal scalp locations F7 and F8) and a late phase that included also the first 100 ms post-stimulus (−200/+100 ms, maximal at Fz and Cz). Statistical comparison of the mean amplitude of earlier activity was performed by 2 × 2 repeated measure analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) with Task (oddball vs. omitted target) and Electrode (F7 vs. F8) as factors. In the later interval, another 2 × 2 RM-ANOVA was performed with Task and Electrode (Fz vs. Cz) as factors on the mean amplitude.
Post-stimulus ERP components were identified for the different tasks and their latencies and amplitudes were analysed. In order to exclude any possible effect of pre-stimulus differences between tasks, peak amplitudes were measured adopting a canonical −200/0 ms baseline just before the stimulus onset 3 . Grand average ERPs were obtained for target and non-target stimuli in the two tasks, and in both the active and the passive conditions. For statistical comparisons, a 2 × 2 RM-ANOVA with Task (oddball vs. omitted target) and Stimulus (target vs. non-target) as factors was executed on each component of the active tasks using the mean amplitude in the 20 ms interval around the peak.
To allow a direct comparison between ERP and fMRI analysis (see below) difference waves were also obtained. Specifically, the ERPs to rare stimuli in the passive tasks were subtracted from the target stimuli in the active tasks (i.e., oddball target minus passive rare; omitted target minus passive omitted rare): this procedure allowed extracting the ERP components specifically triggered by the target counting tasks.
Dipole source modelling of eRp data. The topographical mapping of scalp voltage and the estimation of the intracranial sources of the ERP components in the grand-average waveforms were performed using Brain Electrical Source Analysis (BESA 2000 v.5.1.8; Megis Software GmbH, Gräfelfing, Germany). The algorithm implemented in BESA may estimate the location and orientation of multiple equivalent dipolar sources by calculating the scalp distribution obtained for a given dipole model (forward solution) and comparing it to the actual ERP distribution. Interactive changes in the location and orientation of the dipole sources lead to the minimization of the residual variance (RV) between the model and the observed spatiotemporal ERP distribution. The possibility of interacting dipoles was reduced via the selection of solutions with relatively low dipole moments with the aid of an "energy" constraint (weighted 20% in the compound cost function as opposed to 80% for the RV). The optimal parameter set was identified in an iterative manner by searching for a minimum in the compound cost function. In addition to the RV, the quality of the model was evaluated by applying residual orthogonality tests (ROTs; e.g. 60 ). To model the dipolar sources, we used an fMRI-seeded strategy (for a similar approach see 35, 36, 57 ) , where the source location is not estimated by BESA, but from the fMRI data. Specifically, regions of interest were selected by clustering the fMRI spots, and the resulting coordinates (Table 1) were used to seed the sources. The source orientations were subsequently optimized to minimize the cross talk and interactions between the sources. To select the interval and the orientation order optimization (crucial to define the time course of the source), we followed the timing and the scalp topography of the ERPs. Modelling followed a sequential approach according to which the dipoles that accounted for the earlier portions of the waveform were maintained in place as additional dipoles were added. Thus, the number of dipoles chosen for these models corresponded to the major topographical features of the ERP waveforms. The rationale for this strategy was to use the fMRI information to solve the inverse problem of the ERP source localization.
Oddball
Omitted-target Table 1 . Latencies (ms) and amplitudes (μV) of grand-average post-stimulus ERP components for non-target and target stimuli in the active oddball and in the omitted-target tasks (np = not present).
www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ fMRI Data Acquisition and pre-processing. The fMRI data were acquired using a Discovery MR 750, General Electric, Milwaukee, WI 3 Tesla scanner. fMRI data were obtained by a T2*-weighted gradient recalled echo-planar imaging sequence (TR 2000 ms, TE 40 ms, FA 90°, image matrix 128 × 128, in plane field of view 220 × 220 mm²) with 28 interleaved slices (slice thickness 4 mm, gap 1 mm) parallel to the anterior-posterior commissural plane. Acquisition was repeated over 226 volumes for a total scanning time of 7 min and 32 s. The same acquisition protocol was used for all the conditions (8 runs). For each subject, additional high-resolution T1-weighted images were acquired (three dimensional (3D)-BRAVO sequence, TR 8.5 ms, TI 450 ms, TE 3.3 ms, FA 12 degrees, voxel size 1 × 1 × 1 mm, 182 axial-oblique slices, total scanning time 4 min 42 s) to provide accurate anatomic references for functional data.
Data were analysed using the FEAT 6.00 tool of the software-package FSL 5.0.7 (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Each functional dataset underwent preliminary processing including elimination of the first four volumes, slice-scan-time-correction, 3D motion-correction, high-pass temporal-filtering (100 s) and spatial-smoothing (Gaussian Kernel, 8 mm full-width-half-maximum). All subjects showed movement-related displacement lower than 3 mm/3 degrees.
Functional and structural datasets were aligned to Montreal Neurological Institute -152 (MNI-152) standard space (International Consortium for Brain Mapping-152 [ICBM-152] template) by linear 12-degrees-of-freedom transformations (FLIRT tool). The subjects during acquisition wore earplugs with 27 dB attenuation, as well as "MRconfon" headphones (Magdeburg, Germany) providing further noise attenuation. The head of the subject was set at the isocenter of the magnet bore. fMRI analysis. Statistical analysis was performed by a general linear model. The regressors of interest (frequent stimuli and rare stimuli) were built by convolving the stimulus impulse function (amplitude of impulse = 200 ms) with the hemodynamic response function (Gamma function). Motion parameters were set as confounds. A fixed-effect model was adopted for high-level statistical analysis 61 . Two overlapped group statistical maps (Z-threshold = 3.3, cluster p-threshold < 0.05) were obtained comparing passive and active conditions for both standard oddball and omitted-target paradigm.
Results
Behavioral data. All the participants correctly reported the number of the targets with a high level of accuracy (hits > 98% in each of the active tasks), although all of them reported the omitted-target task as being more demanding. eRp data. Despite the difficult conditions of EEG recording within a strong magnetic field, a good and reliable ERP signal was obtained inside the scanner. The ERP GFP over the entire analysis epoch in the four experimental conditions allowed the identification of components preceding and following the stimuli and highlighted their exogenous or endogenous nature ( Fig. 2 ). Exogenous components were elicited only within the first 300 ms post-stimulus, were absent whenever the expected stimulus was omitted. They reflected the bottom-up, pre-attentive processing of incoming -even task irrelevant-visual stimuli. Endogenous components, on the other hand, were observed both preceding and following the stimulus, their time-course spanning from −1000 ms to stimulus onset and extending, in the post-stimulus interval, from 300 ms on. They responded to both actual and omitted targets and were strictly contingent on the task instructions (different between target and non-target stimuli). Such endogenous signals expressed the engagement of a top-down attentional mechanism aimed at the detection of task-relevant stimuli. Figure 2 also shows the statistical comparison between the oddball and omitted target tasks, which is represented by the horizontal thick lines beneath the time axis. These lines indicate the interval with significant differences (p > 0.05) between GFP in the plotted tasks. Intervals with at least five contiguous points (20 ms) significantly different are displayed. post-stimulus eRps. Post-stimulus ERP waveforms for the two active tasks are shown in the left panel of . Two prefrontal components (pN1 and pP1) peaked at 120 ms and 190 ms respectively (see Fp2). The negative N1 peaked at 210 ms with a bilateral parieto-occipital distribution (see P8); the posterior P2 peaked at 295 ms at the Oz site. These components were present and comparable in all the experimental conditions, except in response to the target stimuli of the omitted target task: as expected, no sensory-related components emerged whenever the stimulus was missing. On the other hand, two longer-latency components were clearly detectable following all the target stimuli. Specifically, a pronounced positive peak was recorded over the prefrontal derivations (the pP2) larger and earlier (peaking at 300 ms) in the oddball task than in the omitted target task (peak at 350 ms). A centro-parietal P3 component was clearly detectable for target stimuli and peaked at 450 ms in the oddball task and at 520 ms (with a reduced amplitude) in the omitted target task. The right panel of Fig. 3 shows the scalp topography of the pP2 and the P3 components elicited by the target and non-target stimuli of the two tasks. RM-ANOVAs on the P1, pN1, N1, and P2 components showed that the main effects (Task and Stimulus) were not significant, but the interactions were significant (F (1, 12) > 14.8 p < 0.01). Bonferroni post-hoc comparison confirmed that all these early components were smaller (p < 0.01) for the omitted target stimuli (where they were actually absent) compared to the other conditions, which did not differ from each other. RM-ANOVAs on the pP2 and P3 showed significant effects of Task (F (1,12) > 11.8 p < 0.006) and Stimulus (F (1, 12) > 13.5 p < 0.004) indicating that both components were larger in the oddball than in the omitted target task, and larger for target than non-target stimuli independently of the task. The interaction effects were not significant. An overview on the latencies and amplitudes of the post-stimulus ERP components is reported in Table 1. pre-stimulus eRps. The top panel of Fig. 4 shows the pre-stimulus ERP waveforms obtained from averaging across both types of stimuli (non-target, target) in each active task. The lower panel of Fig. 4 shows the scalp www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ topography of the early and late pre-stimulus intervals in the two tasks. Three major components were detected in the pre-stimulus period. A prefrontal slow rising negativity (prefrontal negativity, pN) was observed on the right lateral prefrontal scalp (electrode F8). This activity was quite similar in the two tasks, initiated very early around −900 ms and was maximum in the last 500 ms before the stimulus. Concomitantly with this negativity, in the active omitted-target task only, a slow positive shift was present on the left lateral prefrontal scalp (electrode F7) and reached its maximum amplitude around −500/−400 ms. To check-up for possible contamination of these slow waves by (horizontal) eye movements, in addition to ICA, a trial-by-trial examination of EEG signal over the frontal and anterior temporal electrodes was performed in each individual. Horizontal eye movements were rare (ranging from none to six over the entire recording session), balanced between left and right direction and produced no significant artefacts on the averaged ERPs. Starting from 500 ms before the stimulus onset, a negative slow component, steeper than pN, resembling a Bereitschaftspotential (BP) emerged on midline frontal sites on both active tasks. Statistical analysis on the earlier interval confirmed a significant Task x Electrode interaction (F (1,12) = 11.49 p < 0.005). Post-hoc comparisons showed that the left prefrontal positivity on F7 was present in the omitted-target task only (p < 0.05), while the pN on F8 and the BP-like component on Fz and Cz did not differ between tasks and electrodes (all ps ns). Figure 5 shows the ERP waveforms recorded in the passive tasks. As can be noted, at variance with the active paradigms, no pre-stimulus slow waves were detected on the frontal sites, while the post-stimulus ERPs (i.e., P1, N1, P2, pN1, pP1) were comparable across tasks, except for the omitted-target stimuli, in which no component was recorded.
In order to isolate the ERP activity specifically related to target identification, difference waves were calculated by subtracting ERPs to targets in the passive condition from the homologous responses obtained in the active condition, for each of the two tasks (oddball and omitted target). The differential pP2 and P3 waveforms and their scalp topography are shown in Fig. 6 . ERP difference waveforms highlighted the pP2 and P3 target-related components and their medial prefrontal and centro-parietal voltage distribution. Moreover, in the oddball task the sensory components N1 and P2 were clearly present, reflecting the well-known focusing of the selective attention on the target stimuli. www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Notably, the waveform to omitted targets showed an early positive slow drift over the frontal and centro-parietal locations (Figs 3 and 6 ) possibly representing a return to baseline of the pre-stimulus negativity. When the (target minus non-target) difference waveforms were obtained for the active omitted target task, this early slow shift disappeared ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ) excluding its specificity to the processing of rare targets. We interpreted such an early onset of positivity as reflecting the increased trial-to-trial latency variability of the responses to missing stimuli, which resulted in smearing/broadening of the averaged ERP waveform as well as in flattening of its amplitude. fMRI Data. fMRI results are shown on the brain templates of Fig. 7 . The statistical map of the comparison between active and passive conditions is reported: the target trials with absent stimuli (omitted target) are rendered with red/yellow spots; the target trials with visual stimuli (oddball) are rendered in blue/cyan spots. The areas active for both condition (overlap) are rendered in purple. In the oddball condition, lateral activations were present in the inferior frontal gyrus (iFg), anterior insula (aIns), lateral premotor and motor cortex (M1), parietal cortex near the anterior intraparietal sulcus (aIPs) and around the temporal-parietal junction (TPj). Medially, activations were found in the supplementary and cingulate motor area (SMA and CMA) and in extrastriate occipital areas. In the omitted target task, fMRI showed activations in almost the same positions, but with a greater intensity and diffusion, and some crucial exceptions. The aIPs and the extrastriate areas were active in the oddball task only, and the motor cortex was more active in this task. Conversely, the middle frontal gyrus (mFg), deep cingulate regions, thalamus and cerebellum were active in the omitted target task only. The Talairach coordinates of the centre of gravity of the aforementioned areas are reported in Table 2 . Besides these cortical activations, a significant BOLD response was observed in the midbrain and the central pons during the omitted target task but not during the standard oddball. eRp-fMRI Combination. In addition to the fMRI data, Fig. 7 reports the dipolar activities of the fMRI active regions for target stimuli in both the omitted target and oddball tasks. The reconstruction of the neural source activities was obtained by seeding the EEG dipoles on the fMRI activations ( Table 2 ) and fitting the source orientation in successive time intervals representing the recorded ERP components. In the oddball task, the earliest activity started approximately 600 ms before stimulus onset with the slow rising negativity (pN) that obtained the lowest RV in the iFg identified in the fMRI experiment. The BP-like activity started approximately 550 ms before the stimulus: it was equally represented by the adjacent SMA and CMA and the resulting time-courses were very similar; for these reasons, they were represented by a single source. After stimulus onset, the N1 and P2 components were best represented by the activation in the medial extrastriate visual area. The pP2 component www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ was associated with the activation in the bilateral anterior insula (aIns). The P3 was associated with the combined fMRI activations in the aiPs, TPj and lateral premotor and motor areas.
In the omitted target task, the earliest ERP activity initiated approximately 900 ms before stimulus onset with the slow rising positivity that obtained the lowest RV in the mFg. The pN component started at −800 ms and it was represented by the iFg. The BP-like shift started approximately 550 ms before the stimulus and it was represented by the adjacent SMA and CMA. The pP2 was associated with the activations in the bilateral anterior aIns whereas the P3 was associated with the combined fMRI activation in the TPj and lateral premotor and motor areas. These fMRI-seeded models explained 92.2% and 90.0% of the ERP variance in the time interval from −600 to 600 ms for the oddball task and the omitted target task, respectively.
Discussion
The integration of ERPs with functional neuroimaging added value to our investigation, as the observed results were unobtainable with the use of the two techniques separately. This approach allowed overcoming the limitations of intracranial recordings (forcedly exploring only brain regions dictated by neurosurgical requirements) as well as the inconsistencies of lesion studies (arising from difficulties in disentangling the lesion local effect from 
peculiarities of hemodynamic and electrophysiological activations. A first surprising result of
our study was that the overall fMRI activity was greater and more widespread during the omitted target paradigm than during the standard oddball. This observation disproved our expectations that the greater the sensory stimulation (as during the visual target presentation) the stronger the BOLD response. However, the omitted target paradigm turned out being more demanding compared to the standard oddball task, as reported by our subjects at the end of the experimental sessions. In fact, it required greater attention and relied strongly on time estimation for promptly identifying the omitted stimuli. The activation of a fine perceptual timing mechanism was reflected in the fMRI responses elicited in the SMA, the thalamus and the cerebellum (Fig. 7) , a set of brain structures well recognized as part of a cortico-subcortical network involved in metrical representation of time 62 . www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ The time processing occurring here was of the type allowing the accurate estimation of relatively long intervals (2 s), an attention-dependent and elaborated mechanism mostly free from modality of stimulation 44 . This must be differentiated from the more elementary form of time processing, attention-independent, active when stimuli 
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Oddball
Omitted target Table 2 . Talairach coordinates (mm) of the local maxima of the regions activated during the oddball and the omitted-target tasks: the comparison is between the rare stimuli in the active and passive conditions for each task. np: not present.
www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ are presented at high frequency (>1 Hz). In addition, a higher level of arousal during the omitted target task was reflected by the peculiar hemodynamic activation observed in the rostral brainstem tegmentum, an expression of enhanced activity in the ascending reticular activating system 63 . Such a midbrain BOLD response was absent during the standard oddball paradigm.
The pattern of activations observed with fMRI (omitted target paradigm > oddball paradigm) was reversed with electrophysiological responses, namely the post-stimulus ERPs, as the late components (latencies > 300 ms) to target stimuli were of larger amplitudes in the oddball task than in the omitted target paradigm (Figs 2 and 3) . This was not unexpected however, as the latency jitter of single responses to omitted targets is usually greater than that of responses to presented targets and this is reflected in the reduced amplitude of the averaged ERP 3,40,44 . Functional significance and localization of post-stimulus ERPs. The ERPs to target visual stimuli replicated our previous findings 35, 56 . Multiple overlapping components with different polarity and topography were observed in the 100-300 ms latency range, reflecting the earlier sensory stages of visual processing (exogenous components elicited by "bottom up" visual input). Later ERP components in the post-stimulus interval were a prefrontal positivity (pP2, peaking at 300 ms) and the centro-parietal P3 wave (P3b or P300: latency 450 ms). When the omitted target paradigm was performed, only these two later components survived, albeit with reduced amplitudes and longer latencies due to the greater trial-to-trial jitter of the responses, a clear confirming of their endogenous nature. They reflect a "top-down" volitional engagement of cognitive processing set up by the task instructions and independent from the modality of the eliciting stimulus (they responded to an expected but omitted stimulus): therefore, they can be properly qualified as emitted potentials. The fact that scalp topographies as well as neural generators overlapped in the two experimental paradigms (oddball and omitted target) suggests that the same neuronal network underlies endogenous ERP components in both tasks.
The pP2 component in omitted target paradigms has never been reported before. Apparently, it is part of the stream of cognitive processing for the detection of salient events relevant for the current task: its role has been associated 64, 65 to accumulation of sensory evidence leading to target recognition and decision making (a process referred to as "perceptual decision making" 66 ). For these reasons, the pP2 was also described as the correlate of the stimulus-response mapping process 67 . However, the present results reveal that sensory inputs are not necessary for eliciting a pP2, indicating that this component can be better described in terms of task-related categorization process, based on both external (e.g., stimulus) or internal (e.g., counting) events: what is necessary is just the task-relevance of those events in order to generate the pP2. Notably, in a recent study on the omission error (i.e., the missed response to the target stimulus presentation), two of us reported that the pN1 and pP1 components were preserved, but the pP2 was suppressed, suggesting that its absence was responsible for the failed process of stimulus categorization 68 . In the present ERP-fMRI study, the pP2 neural generators were localized in the bilateral anterior Insula confirming our previous investigations that recorded ERPs and fMRI in separate sessions 35, 57 as well as experiments based on ERPs 65, 69 .
The Insula (Island of Reil), having multiple reciprocal connections with cortical and subcortical structures, is considered a supramodal center with integrative functions for multiple cerebral networks [70] [71] [72] . Anterior Insula has been recently proposed as a crucial node in a neural network supporting awareness 73, 74 . Remarkably, the insula has been reported among the neural sources of P3 in most of the fMRI studies reported in the Introduction, although its physiological role has been rarely discussed. According to the present and previous studies, we conclude that the pP2 represents a crucial step in the neural circuitry underpinning the process of target recognition, strictly associated with, and preceding the P3, and possibly reflecting the earliest ERP sign of perceptual decision making and access of the stimulus to consciousness.
The pP2 must be differentiated from P3a or "novelty P3" for a number of reasons. First, its scalp topography is frontopolar, whereas the P3a shows a fronto-central distribution 5 . Second, being generated also when the sensory signal is omitted, the pP2 represents the product of a top-down attentional selection process driven by a higher order expectation system. In contrast, P3a is evoked by rare/distractor events, reflecting a bottom-up automatic attentional process engaged by intrusive stimuli: it is assumed being a correlate of the orienting response 5, 75, 76 . Third, the neural generators of pP2 and P3a are different. Our analysis confirmed the sources of pP2 in bilateral anterior insula (aIns), whereas a series of distributed generators has been described to contribute to P3a: fronto-temporo-parieto-cingular cortex, parahippocampus and the insula 14, 19 . An ERP positive component (P2) quite similar to pP2 and different from P3a has been reported in another ERP-fMRI study using a visual oddball paradigm: it had a latency of 300 ms, a frontal scalp distribution and regional sources seeded in bilateral aIns 34 .
As for the P3 neural generators, the fMRI-guided ERP source analysis revealed that three pairs of bilateral fMRI activations were associated with this endogenous component. The temporo-parietal junction (TPj), the premotor and motor area (M1) and the anterior intraparietal sulcus (aIPs) combined their activity to produce the scalp P3 in the standard oddball task, whereas in the omitted target task the aIPs sources were absent. This aIPs activity, observed only when the target stimulus was delivered, probably reflects the contribution of a supramodal cortical area devoted to the analysis of sensory stimulation, as proposed by Di Russo et al. 35 . As for TPj, many fMRI studies have reported this important heteromodal association area as part of the neural network underpinning the P3 21, 28, 31 . Somehow unexpected was the identification of P3 sources in the bilateral premotor and motor areas since we deliberately used a covert counting task devoided of any motor performance to exclude contamination of P3 with movement-related activities. However, being that the premotor and motor cortices are "effector" areas, their activation suggests a link of P3 to response processing, independently from the modality of the response and the way the response is implemented. This finding partly contradicts the widely accepted interpretation of P3 as a reflection solely of the stimulus evaluation process 4,5 and propose it as a correlate of the stimulus-driven response selection, leading to internal or external action 77 .
A negative result of our study was that no fMRI signals came from the medial temporal lobe (MTL: namely, the hippocampus), a brain structure frequently identified by intracerebral recordings as the principal P3 generator 14, 15, 78 . This negative result has been reported by the vast majority of fMRI studies, but no convincing explanation has been provided so far 22, 34 . Crottaz-Herbette et al. 79 blamed magnetic susceptibility artifacts leading to signal loss in the MTL region. Of note, simultaneous recordings of neuronal firing and ERPs from human MTL during an auditory oddball task showed unit suppression responses to target tones, suggesting an inhibitory synaptic mechanism underlying the MTL P3 80 . We propose that the absence of BOLD signal in the MTL during experiments with event-related fMRI might be explained by the reduced hemodynamic response associated with inhibition of hippocampal neurons elicited by the presentation of task-relevant stimuli. As the hippocampal P3 has a significantly longer latency than the scalp P3 15, 81 , the suggestion is that the inhibition of MTL unit discharges is primarily produced by distant cortical neurons afferent to the medial limbic cortex.
Functional significance and localization of pre-stimulus ERPs. Other noteworthy results came from the study of the slow pre-stimulus waves. These components belong to the class of anticipatory slow cortical potentials 6,55 beginning as early as 1000 ms before the stimulus. The sustained negativity over the right prefrontal cortex can be identified as the prefrontal negativity (pN) whose sources are located in bilateral iFg, as already found by Di Russo et al. 35 . pN has been associated with prefrontal proactive inhibition coming in action to avoid unwanted responses during discriminative tasks 56 . The left prefrontal slow positive shift, observed only in the active omitted target task, was generated in the mFg and could represent an additional contribution of prefrontal control over a more challenging discriminative task. Finally, the neural sources of the mid-frontal negativity resembling BP were located bilaterally in the SMA and anterior cingulate. These midline areas are active in a number of cognitive tasks and have a role in response preparation and performance monitoring 54, 82 . Therefore, the BP-like slow wave could reflect an anticipatory process essential for the optimal performance in a target detection paradigm. Further support to the above reported observations comes from the fact that no pre-stimulus ERPs were detected in the passive tasks, confirming that no engagement of prefrontal and/or premotor areas was required in absence of decisional requests.
Differences from previous EEG-fMRI localization studies.
The pattern of fMRI-guided ERP sources obtained in our study was partly at variance with the results of previous fMRI studies [22] [23] [24] [25] 28 reporting more widespread mosaics of activations in cortical and subcortical regions, not aligned along a pre/post-stimulus timeline. This was due mainly to the procedure we applied for analyzing the data. On the one hand, by guiding ERP source modelling with anatomical constraints obtained from fMRI, we obtained a much more accurate and reliable spatiotemporal mapping of ERP generators, as this approach significantly reduces the infinite number of possible intracerebral sources identified by the inverse problem algorithm 34 . On the other hand, our strategy of measuring the ERP activity preceding the stimulus allowed to differentiate sources that were active in different and consecutive time-windows (pre/post-stimulus). Therefore, contrasting findings of previous studies might be explained by the fact that fMRI activations occurring before the stimulus were erroneously interpreted as underpinning post-stimulus ERP components, such as the P3.
Limitations and perspectives. The acquisition and analysis of simultaneous EEG-fMRI signals are based on dedicated technology, demand qualified expertise and are time consuming. However, the peculiarity of our protocol is to disclose neuronal and hemodynamic activations associated with the omission effect, free from confounding bottom-up input. They are strictly contingent on the presence of attention and expectancy, demonstrating the active participation of the subject to the task in the absence of any motor response. It follows that the procedure can be used to track the anatomo-functional architecture of top-down neural processes subserving perception in normals as well as to detect covert cognition in patients with severe brain injury, such as those with prolonged disorders of consciousness (DoC: vegetative state, minimally conscious state 83 ). Our protocol could contribute to detect command-following capacity in DoC patients, useful for rehabilitative efforts 84 .
Conclusions
This study stems from the belief that an appropriate strategy for localizing the neural generators of task-related endogenous ERPs is using an omitted target paradigm. The data obtained confirmed this working hypothesis and offered some cues for the psychophysiological interpretations of endogenous ERPs.
We provide evidence for the possibility of recording emitted ERPs from omission of target stimuli in a simultaneous ERP-fMRI event-related paradigm. Such a procedure allowed the detailed spatiotemporal modeling of the neural generators of purely endogenous late potentials. The results of the omitted target oddball depicted an antero-to-posterior neural circuitry involved in the detection and processing of rare, task-relevant events. As for post-stimulus endogenous ERPs, bilateral anterior Insula contributed to the pP2 component, which emerged at 350 ms. The P3b was generated bilaterally in the frontal, temporal-parietal and parietal areas with a latency of 520 ms.
Anticipatory slow waves, also endogenous, were produced by anterior areas: namely, the pN and the positive slow wave originated from the inferior and middle frontal gyrus respectively, over the lateral brain surface, while the SMA-CMA areas over the medial cortex contributed to the BP-like component.
The simultaneous recording of hemodynamic and neural signals in an omitted target task explores the anatomo-functional architecture of purely endogenous cognitive processes.
